FRAGRANT RELAXING BATH
30 min – 45 BGN
The best way to recover from accumulated fatigue and busy lifestyle. Water will
tone the nervous and cardiovascular system, improve metabolism, relax muscles
and intensify detoxification. A fragrant bath with essential oils - a real celebration
for your senses.

DETOXIFYING BATH WITH WHOLE SEAWEED
LEAFS AND SEA SALTS
30 min - 55 BGN.
Sea salt has a cleansing and healing effect on the body. If you
suffer from viral illness or need detoxification, algae will
remove accumulated toxins. They stimulate the blood
circulation and increase the body's defences. Combine the
products in a unique tub in order to forget all about the
worries and problems and to bring back the joy of life.

NOURISHING BODY MASK ON WATER BED
30 min - 45 BGN
The minerals, microelements and natural essential oils
penetrate through the pores, reach nerve endings, circulatory
and lymphatic system and refresh, relax and tone.

HEALING MUD BODY MASK
30 min – 45 BGN
The healing mud of the coastal lakes is suitable for healing
a number of diseases: musculoskeletal system diseases,
nervous
diseases,
gynaecological
disorders,
dermatological diseases.

SPA ETIQUETTE
1.

We recommend that you come 15 minutes before your reserved service time. To have time to register,
wear and rest.

2.

In case you are more than ten minutes late, the time for your procedure will be reduced accordingly, but
you will pay the full amount.

3.

If you want before your engagement take a warm shower that will help you relax and make your
procedure more enjoyable.

4.

During massage, guests are usually free of lingerie but covered with a large bathrobe. Only part of your
body will be discovered if it is more comfortable for you to have lingerie or swimsuit.

5.

The use of a pool, saunas and steam baths is always before facial and body procedures.

6.

If you have booked two therapies, body massage is always before facial treatment.

7.

If you experience any inconvenience during your procedure - pressure, music, room temperature - please
let us know. The therapist will immediately make the necessary correction.

8.

If you wish to personally thank your therapist, a receptionist can leave your compliment at the designated
reception desk.

9.

Cancellation - from courtesy to other guests and our team members, we ask for a 24-hour notice of
refusal to book.

10. The spa is not responsible for lost or damaged personal belongings including clothing or accessories.
11. It is forbidden to bring food, alcohol and other beverages to the spa.
12. All prices and services are subject to change without prior notice.
13. Sexual actions, comments and insinuations to our employees will result in the immediate cessation of
the massage or procedure.

